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Enabling a Culture of Quality



Intro

• Intuition on Quality

• Measurability

• Discussion of quality tools

• A notion of team culture

• Executable best practices

• Details matter

This talk is primarily about ideas
based on personal experience.



Intro

Console.WriteLine("Hello Basel One :-)");

There will be code samples.
It is not important to understand them in 
terms of C#, but in terms of emerging 
patterns in teams.



Speaker’s Context

8 Years

Architect



Quality | Gaining some Intuition

public TimeZoneInfo GetUtcTimeZoneInfo()
{

foreach(var timeZone in TimeZoneInfo.GetSystemTimeZones()) {
if(timeZone.BaseUtcOffset == TimeSpan.Zero) {

if(timeZone.DisplayName.Contains("utc", StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase)) {
return timeZone;

}
}

}
throw new InvalidTimeZoneException("UTC time zone not found on this system.");

}

This is a real world example taken from one of last year’s code reviews

public TimeZoneInfo GetUtcTimeZoneInfo()
{

return TimeZoneInfo.Utc;
}

reduces to

Which one of these implementations is 
of higher quality?

What environment will lead 
developers to write the higher quality 
version the first time round?



Maintainability

Robustness

Extensibility

Reliability

Testability

Quality | Measurability

Performance

Scalability

Emergence in project lifecycle lateearly
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Compare: 
[1] Fundamentals of Software Architecture, p. 58

Readability

ISO 25010
«System and software quality models»



Culture | Static Code Analysis Tools

Do use tools that analyse 
your code automatically.

But don’t consider them 
sufficient to measure or 
ensure good quality...



SonarQube Quirks

A) Sonar qube is absolutely right.
«Principle of least astonishment»

B) But misses this near identical and
arguably even worse case altogether



SonarQube Quirks

if (value is null)
{

throw new ArgumentNullException(nameof(value), "The value is null");
}

// Do something with value

SonarQube: «String should be localized»



Human Quirks

if (value is null)
{

throw new ArgumentNullException(nameof(value), $“The value is null");
}

// Do something with value

$“The va
Instead of fixing the problem properly, developers used a new C# feature 
(inline string interpolation) that happened to circumvent the SonarQube
rule. Unfortunately using that was itself also a code smell.



Quality | It’s all about team culture

public class Culture
{

public Boolean Trust(Team team)
{

var trust = true;
foreach (var member in team)
{

trust &= member.Yes;
}
return trust;

}
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Quality | It’s all about team culture

Pull/Merge Request

Follow-Up Commits

Pull requests ought to primarily be a 
place of knowledge sharing, a place 
to exchange ideas and concepts.

Quality monitoring should not be the 
focus, but a side effect of reviews.

Going through PRs with your peers 
ought to be an enjoyable experience.



Quality | It’s all about team culture

Stuff will break. Things 
will go wrong.

Focus on fixing.

Every «failure» is an 
opportunity to learn as a 
team and individual.



Executable Best Practices

Wouldn’t it be cool to have a domain specific lab of best practices 
with which team members can experiment and play around?



Executable Best Practices | Guidelines

Why not create a repo in your 
teams regular development 
environment?



Executable Best Practices | Guidelines

↔  O 𝑛 ↔ O 1
O 𝑛2 ↔ O 𝑛 log(𝑛)

…



Executable Best Practices | Correctness

Here’s why 

Should not implement 
IDisposable!

It’s impossible to use the best practice 
example the wrong way.

(It can’t be put inside a using block, i.e. the 
dummy will always function as intended)



Executable Best Practices | Performance

↙ lookup in dictionary

↙ «lookup» in list



Executable Best Practices | Performance

Lookup in lists has 
demonstrably bad
scaling behaviour:
O 𝑛 ≫ O(1)



Executable Best Practices | Guidelines

Click to jump 
into example

A simple contextualised 
writeup of the principle 
best practices can be 
added.
It can be done so that the 
examples can be directly 
accessed.



Enabling Culture | Executable Best Practices

& others!

«Domain»

We’ve created a domain aware toolbox of best practices 
using the same tools and libraries the team uses in 
everyday work.



public class YieldIteratorInputValidationTest
{

private readonly IYieldIteratorInputValidation processor = new Enumerables.BestPractice.YieldIteratorInputValidation

[Fact]
public void TheCallingMethodIsPartOfTheStackTrace()
{

IEnumerable<String> numbers = null;
var error = Assert.Throws<ArgumentNullException>(() =>
{

var processedNumbers = ThisMethodShouldAppearInTheStackTrace(numbers, this.processor);
var sum = ThisMethodShouldNotAppearInTheStackTrace(processedNumbers);
GC.KeepAlive(sum);

});

Assert.Contains(nameof(ThisMethodShouldAppearInTheStackTrace), error.StackTrace);
}

[Fact]
public void TheConsumingMethodIsNotPartOfTheStackTrace()
{

Enabling Culture | Executable Best Practices





[2] Stephen Toub “Performance Improvements in .NET 7”

The lab/toolbox is

verifiable

falsifiable

repeatedly executable

objectively measurable



Quality in Engineering | Details Matter 

String content = File.ReadAllText(fileName);
String[] segments = content.Split("EOL");
// process the content segment by segment

File sizes < 100 MB File sizes < 10 MB File sizes > 500 MB

Low cost subscription

data analysis 
streaming platform

 

Implementation details 
are often enough context 
sensitive.

An example that broke when 
the file size context changed.change context

The system broke due to a 
change in accepted file sizes



Quality in Engineering | Details Matter 

String? line;
using StreamReader file = File.OpenText(fileName);
while ((line = file.ReadLine()) is not null)
{

// regroup into segments and process

File sizes < 100 MB File sizes < 10 MB File sizes > 500 MB

  

A comparatively simple 
change fixed the system, 
without adding complexity.



Quality in Engineering | Details Matter 

String? line;
using StreamReader file = File.OpenText(fileName);
while ((line = file.ReadLine()) is not null)
{

// regroup into segments and process

Space complexity: 𝑂 𝑛 → 𝑂 1
Time complexity: slightly slower (~ 10%)



Quality in Engineering | Summary

Shortcut

ID: XYZ


I’m not advocating
• “[…] premature optimization is the root of all evil. […]” D. Knuth
• bikeshedding
• YAGNI

Introducing technical 
debt or shortcuts is ok. 
As long as we keep track 
of the technical debt we 
knowingly introduce.



Quality in Engineering | Summary

openness

transparency
can & should

I improve

on this ?

“[…] Yet we should not pass up our opportunities in that 
critical 3%. A good programmer will not be lulled into 
complacency […]” D. Knuth

Good developers in healthy 
teams will naturally strive 
for improvement.



Quality | The Essence

“A designer knows he has achieved 
perfection not when there is nothing 
left to add, but when there is nothing 

left to take away”

— Antoine de Saint-Exupery



better ask ERNI

Swiss Quality
Software Engineering

Resources

[1] Fundamentals of Software Architecture,Mark 
Richards & Neal Ford, Feb. 2020, O’Reilly

[2] Stephen Toub:  
https://devblogs.microsoft.com/dotnet/performanc
e_improvements_in_net_7/

Illustrations

• The light bulbs in all variations where created by 
my sister: https://www.lucykaegi.ch/

• Logos are mostly from Wikipedia
• Attributions are in the notes
• If not from Wikipedia, logos are directly 

from the project’s website
• If not stated explicitly in the notes: Own work 

using draw.io

https://www.lucykaegi.ch/
https://app.diagrams.net/

